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1 Introduction 

The frequency band 694–790 MHz (hereinafter the 700 MHz band) was used 
in its entirety for terrestrial television up to and including 31 October 2017. It 
follows from the government’s decision of 1 June 2017 (ku2017/01429/MF) 
that the 700 MHz band, with the exception of 703–713 MHz and 758–768 
MHz, are available for purposes other than terrestrial television. 

PTS hereby invites applications for licences to use radio transmitters in the 
available frequency spectrum in the 700 MHz band for terrestrial systems that 
can provide wireless broadband services. 

The frequency spectrum has been divided into eight frequency blocks (four 
2×5 MHz for Frequency Division Duplex and four 1×5 MHz for 
Supplemental Down Link), which are limited to seven licences since two 
adjacent blocks of 2×5 MHz for FDD represent one licence. 

For six of the licences, award will be performed by means of a spectrum 
auction. Other than these licences, there is one licence associated with 
conditions for coverage and deployment. Award of the latter licence shall 
occur through a combined selection procedure in which bids up to and 
including a predetermined upper limit of SEK 300 million shall represent a 
binding commitment to coverage and deployment and not paid in cash. All 
seven licences will be awarded through one auction procedure. 

Any party wishing to participate in the auction shall submit a written 
application and a bank guarantee to PTS; see section 4. 

The procedure is performed pursuant to:  

- Chapter 3 section 8 of the Act (2003:389) on electronic communication  

- PTS regulation (PTSFS 2008:1) on spectrum auctions1 

- PTS regulation (PTSFS 2018:2) on a combined selection procedure for 
licences to use radio transmitters in the 700 MHz band 

Anyone wishing to participate in the auction is encouraged to carefully read the 
invitation and the relevant regulations.  

                                                 
1 amended through PTSFS 2010:5 and PTSFS 2016:2 



 

 

Those who wish to submit bids in the auction must have good knowledge of 
the conditions so as not to risk losing the opportunity to participate. 



 

 

2 Licences and licence conditions 

2.1 General comments on licence conditions 
Licence conditions are contained in Appendix A. Minor adjustments to the 
conditions may occur in connection with the final decision on award of 
licences. Each licence will be associated with the conditions in Appendix A 
that are applied to the respective licence. 

2.2 Licence duration 
Licences and licence conditions are valid from the date of the award decision 
up to and including 31 December 2040. 

2.3 Geographical area and frequency blocks 
The award refers to national licences to use radio transmitters in the 700 MHz 
band. 

 Two licences of 2×5 MHz for FDD (Frequency Division Duplex):  
green in the illustrations in Figure 1 below. 

 One licence for two adjacent frequency blocks of 2×5 MHz, in uplink 
and downlink respectively i.e. in total 2×10 MHz for FDD with 
coverage and deployment obligations: pink in the illustrations in  
Figure 1 below. 

 Four licences of 1×5 MHz for SDL (Supplemental Down Link): mauve 
in the illustrations in Figure 1 below. 

 

The three illustrations in Figure 1 present the three placing alternatives for 
licences in the auction. The light blue colour in the illustrations marks duplex 
gap and guard bands. The dark red colour marks the 2×10 MHz in the 700 
MHz band that is still available for terrestrial television. These are not covered 
by this invitation. 



 

 

 

Figure 1 Placing alternatives 

 

Block sub-division in table form: 

Frequency block Uplink band (MHz) Downlink band (MHz) 

FDD1 713-718 768-773 

FDD2 718-723 773-778 

FDD3 723-728 778-783 

FDD4 728-733 783-788 

Table 1 Frequency blocks FDD 

Frequency block Frequency area (MHz) 

SDL1 738-743 

SDL2 743-748 

SDL3 748-753 

SDL4 753-758 

Table 2 Frequency blocks SDL 



 

 

2.4 Use and technical conditions 
2.4.1 Area of use 

The European Commission decided on 26 April 2016 (2016/687/EU) that the 
700 MHz band shall be used for terrestrial systems that are capable to provide 
wireless broadband services and decided on the technical conditions. 2 

The internationally harmonised bands primarily consist of 2×30 MHz for 
FDD and 20 MHz for SDL. 

This invitation to apply refers to licences for a total of 2×20 MHz for FDD 
and 20 MHz for SDL. 

2.4.2 Spectrum mask and power levels 

2.4.2.1. Design  

The technical conditions are designed to allow co-existence between licence 
holders for wireless broadband services in the 700 MHz band, also relatively 
other uses in the same frequency band and to protect uses in adjacent 
frequency bands. The technical conditions are defined through a Block Edge 
Mask (BEM), whose levels derive from the Commission’s implementation 
decision 2016/687/EU. 

2.4.2.2. Base stations’ radiated power within their own frequency block 

Licences in the 700 MHz band give the opportunity for licence holders, under 
certain conditions, to use a radiated power up to 67 dBm e.i.r.p.3 
 
2.4.2.3. Terminals’ radiated power within their own frequency block 

The licences in the 700 MHz band give the opportunity for the licence holders 
to use a higher mean power than 23 dBm for installations of terminals outside 
built-up areas. However, this is on condition that no interference is caused to 
other radio uses and that applicable obligations to other countries are fulfilled. 
 
2.4.2.4. Terminals’ radiated power in the frequency band 470694 MHz 

In the frequency band 470694 MHz, the radiated power from terminals, 
expressed as e.i.r.p. or t.r.p.4, may not on average exceed -42 dBm/8 MHz 
regardless of bandwidth and power within its own frequency block. In the 
event that the licence holder chooses to use a higher average radiated power 
than 23 dBm within its own frequency block or a bandwidth greater than 
10 MHz, this licence holder must describe how the requirement of  
                                                 
2 The commission’s implementation decision (EU) 2016/687 of 28 April 2016 on harmonising frequency 
band 694–790 MHz for terrestrial systems that can provide wireless broadband services and for flexible 
national use in the union. 
3 e.i.r.p. = equivalent isotropically radiated power 
4 t.r.p. = total radiated power 



 

 

-42 dBm/8 MHz is to be achieved. 
 
2.5 Shared use 
Use in the 700 MHz band as a result of this award procedure shall be 
prioritised and protected from harmful interference. 

PTS does not normally issue exclusive rights to a frequency spectrum but has 
the opportunity to grant, for example, local and temporary licences for other 
users (secondary users). Such licences can be issued if the use does not risk 
interference to the prioritised user. Such uses may for example be local mobile 
broadband networks, local wireless networks, temporary video links or wireless 
microphones. The 700 MHz frequency band does not represent an exception 
in this respect.  

Shared use may come to be facilitated through a future standardised regulatory 
framework or sophisticated technology (e.g. concepts similar to LSA5 with 
database support). In the event that such regulations are introduced, which 
cannot be excluded during the proposed licence period, information about the 
primary use will need to be made available.  

Parties involved and PTS may need to collaborate on the forms in which 
information about the use can be shared. PTS’ approach is that the 
administrative burden for all parties shall be in proportion to their purpose. 

2.6 Coordination 
2.6.1 Coordination agreements with other countries 

All radio use in the 700 MHz band must comply with international and 
bilateral agreements that Sweden has with other countries. The licences are 
therefore associated with conditions to comply with international coordination 
agreements. The deployment may have to be adapted so as to comply with the 
coordination requirements.  

Sweden has entered into a number of agreements with other countries to 
coordinate use at national borders; there are at present agreements with 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and the countries around the Baltic Sea. Among 
other things, the agreements regulate the levels of field strength that can be 
generated or tolerated respectively by mobile base stations and where detailed 
coordination has to take place. The coordination agreements and other 

                                                 
5 LSA: Licensed Shared Access 



 

 

agreements that Sweden has entered into or will enter into are to be published 
on the PTS website.6 

2.6.2 Consultation with the Swedish Armed Forces 

The licences are associated with conditions that the licence holder shall 
coordinate with and obtain approval from the Swedish Armed Forces for all 
new installations and changes to existing installations in the municipalities of 
Ystad, Gotland and Karlskrona. There are corresponding conditions in licences 
for the 800 MHz band among others. The risk of interference can be 
minimised for example by directing the radiated output in other directions or a 
general reduction in all directions.  

Consultation can be appropriately initiated by the licence holder filling in a 
placement form that can be found on the Swedish Armed Forces website and 
then submitting this to the Swedish Armed Forces.  

There has been an established routine for this consultation process since 2010, 
which includes instructions that the parties shall nominate contact persons. 

2.7 Action to remedy interference to TV reception and 
on collaboration 

2.7.1 Requirement to protect reception of terrestrial television 

Reception of terrestrial television in the frequency band 470–694 MHz 
contributes to the free forming of opinion and is protected under LEK. The 
licences in the 700 MHz band therefore have an associated requirement that 
the licence holder may not cause interference to the reception of television in 
the frequency band 470–694 MHz (TV interference). 

The licence conditions include a definition of TV interference. 

2.7.2 Requirement for collaboration 

This undertaking means that the licence holder shall establish and maintain 
collaboration with other licence holders in the 700 MHz band so as to be able 
to quickly and effectively take appropriate actions to remedy TV interference that 
might arise from use of the 700 MHz band. 

This undertaking coincides with what applies for licence holders in the 800 
MHz band and means, among other things, an obligation to contribute to a 

                                                 
6 See http://www.pts.se/sv/Bransch/Radio/Koordineringsavtal/Mobiltelefoni/. This website also 
shows other coordination agreements that are used for mobile services, such as the 2.6 GHz and 3.6–
3.8 GHz bands. 



 

 

joint point of contact with good accessibility and to identify, investigate and 
remedy TV interference. 

The undertaking to collaborate and remedy TV interference is a prerequisite for 
being able to participate in the auction. The undertaking is stated in the 
application and represents a licence condition, pursuant to chapter 3 section 
11, first paragraph of LEK.  

The costs associated with collaboration, investigation and action to remedy TV 
interference shall be borne by the licence holders in the 700 MHz band. The 
licence holders must agree among themselves a reasonable distribution of the 
costs of collaboration and investigation. Investigations of the causes of TV 
interference shall be at no cost to TV viewers, regardless of whether the origin of 
the interference is found to be at a licence holder or elsewhere. The licence 
holder who has caused TV interference shall bear the cost of the measures taken 
for rectification.  

The obligation to remedy interference to television reception refers to the 
resident population. The limitation to resident population corresponds to the 
transmission obligation according to the programme company’s licence to 
transmit terrestrial television.  

Only interference according to the definition in the licence conditions (TV 
interference) is covered by the undertaking. 

2.8 Other conditions  
2.8.1 Voluntary coordination between licence holders 

The licence conditions allow the affected licence holders to agree on how to 
comply with the technical conditions in a coordinated manner. This 
coordination means that, if there are several licence holders in the available 700 
MHz band, they can deviate from certain technical requirements in the licence 
conditions. The coordination must not involve deviations that affect a third 
party. 

2.8.2 Planning the radio network 

The licence holder is responsible for planning the radio network. 



 

 

3 The licence associated with an 
obligation for coverage and 
deployment 

The licence conditions are contained in Appendix A. Minor adjustments to 
the conditions may occur in connection with the final decision on award of 
licences. 

3.1 The purpose of the obligation for coverage and 
deployment 

On 18 December 2016, the Government presented a broadband strategy, 
Sweden fully connected 2025 – a broadband strategy 7. Among other things, this 
contains a mobility objective formulated so that all of Sweden should have 
access to reliable high-quality mobile services by the year 2023. The mobility 
objective is designed to meet the expected demand for broadband that people 
might reasonably have outside the home or workplace. 

The 700 MHz band has the prerequisites to contribute to good coverage of 
mobile telephony and broadband services. According to the conclusions of the 
PTS Report on the Government assignment to investigate future use of the 700 MHz band8 
a coverage and deployment obligation would contribute to increased access to 
mobile communication services wherever consumers may be located.  

In order to improve outdoor coverage for voice and data services (minimum 
10 Mbit/s) where consumers usually find themselves and to create coverage in 
areas that for various reasons are important to cover from a societal 
perspective, one of the licences for FDD now being awarded has an associated 
obligation for coverage and deployment. The deployment is also expected to 
lead to improved indoor coverage in the vicinity of the new masts. 

3.2 The design of the obligation 
3.2.1 Cap amount and coverage obligation amount 

The coverage and deployment obligation is formulated as an undertaking to 
achieve coverage in areas that the licence holder chooses from among the 
prioritised areas as defined in Appendix B.  

The lowest bid that can be made for the licence is SEK 200 million. The cap 
amount is SEK 300 million. The cap amount represents the upper limit for what 
a bidder can offer in the form of a commitment of coverage and deployment. 
                                                 
7 Serial number: N2016/08008/D 
8 PTS-ER-2015:15 



 

 

Bids up to, and including the cap amount, represent a binding commitment to 
provide coverage by deployment to the equivalent value and are not to be in 
the form of auction cash. If the winning bid exceeds the cap amount, the 
surplus amount will be paid as auction cash.  

The sum that the winning bidder has offered for coverage and deployment, 
which is a minimum of SEK 200 million and a maximum of the cap amount of 
SEK 300 million, is the coverage obligation amount.  

PTS has identified areas, see section 3.2.2 below, in which there are gaps in 
coverage, identified as prioritised areas type 1 and 2. The bidder who obtain 
the license associated with the coverage and deployment obligations shall 
deploy coverage within the prioritised areas until the coverage obligation 
amount has been expended. The settlement model is discussed in more detail 
in section 3.4 below. 

The detailed requirements for coverage and deployment are found in 
Appendix A. 

3.2.2 Prioritised areas 

The gaps in coverage that are located in the vicinity of roads, households and 
holiday homes represent the prioritised areas. The prioritised areas have been 
defined as two types: 

 Prioritised area  type 1: An area that lacks outdoor coverage for voice 
and data services of 10 Mbit/s. 

 Prioritised area  type 2: An area that lacks outdoor coverage for data 
services of 10 Mbit/s. 
 

For both types a hand-held terminal is assumed. 

Below is an example of what the prioritised areas might look like. 



 

 

 

Figure 2: An example of what the prioritised areas might look like. The red area represents 
prioritised area type 1 (area that lacks coverage for voice and data services), the blue area 
represents prioritised area type 2 (area that lacks coverage for data services). 

Appendix B to this general invitation contains maps of prioritised areas. The 
prioritised areas can also be accessed electronically as GIS9 data in MapInfo 
format and can be reached via the PTS website. 

3.2.3 Distribution of the coverage obligation amount 

SEK 100 million of the coverage obligation amount shall be used to provide 
coverage within prioritised areas that lacks outdoor coverage for voice and data 
services of 10 Mbit/s, Prioritised areas  type 1. The remainder of the coverage 
obligation amount may also be used, if the licence holder so chooses, in 
prioritised areas that only lack outdoor coverage for data services of 10 Mbit/s, 
i.e. Prioritised areas  type 2. 

The proportion of prioritised area varies from county to county. At least 50 
percent of the coverage obligation amount shall therefore be used to cover 
prioritised areas in the counties of Jämtland, Dalarna, Västerbotten, 
Norrbotten, Västernorrland, Gävleborg and Värmland, where the proportions 
of such areas are the greatest. The distribution as a percentage may be found in 
Appendix A. The license holder may make its own choice of where to use the 
remaining 50 percent among the other prioritised areas, including those in 
other counties. 

                                                 
9 Geographical information system 



 

 

Coverage according to the requirements in the permit conditions shall be 
maintained from the date the mast is put into operation and for the entire 
remaining license period. 

3.3 Timetable 
Deployment of coverage shall proceed until the costs that may be deducted 
according to the settlement model correspond to the coverage obligation 
amount so that this is expended. 

 By 31 December 2021 at the latest, the licence holder shall have 
completed deployment that can be settled at an amount corresponding 
to 25 per cent of the coverage obligation amount. 

 By 31 December 2022 at the latest, the licence holder shall have 
completed deployment that can be settled at an amount corresponding 
to 50 per cent of the coverage obligation amount. 

 By 31 December 2023 at the latest, the licence holder shall have 
completed deployment that can be settled at an amount corresponding 
to 75 per cent of the coverage obligation amount. 

 By 31 December 2024 at the latest, the licence holder shall have 
completed deployment that can be settled at an amount corresponding 
to 100 per cent of the coverage obligation amount. 

3.4 Settlement model 
Each new mast10 that is established as a result of the obligation for coverage 
and deployment shall be approved by PTS before it can be deducted from the 
coverage obligation amount. Settlement may be done with an amount of SEK 
one (1) million. As a basis for the size of the amount, PTS has used data from 
Mobil-LRIC.11  

In addition to the amount, the cost of connection to the electricity network, i.e. 
the connection fee, excluding VAT, made by the network operator in question, 
may also be deducted in the settlement.12 The maximum amount that can be 
deducted for electricity connection is SEK two (2) million per mast.13  

                                                 
10 In this general invitation, the term mast refers to the construction that carries the antennae (antenna 
carrier) and the construction that contains the radio equipment (technical space). The radio equipment 
itself, the antennae and other equipment that is needed are also included in the term mast. 
11 See Cost of a rural LTE site in Sweden, 23 March 2016, Analysis Mason, file appendix 29 in PTS serial 
no. 15-6916 
12 Applies to the electricity grid up to the connection point for the location of the mast. 
13 It must be possible to check the costs for the mast, for which reason evidence of this, such as site ID, 
shall appear in the documents that are sent to PTS. 



 

 

The licence holder may not deduct any other costs, except the standardised 
amount and the actual cost of connection to the electricity grid, in settlement.  

Before the licence holder can achieve deduction for a mast it must have been 
put in operation and comply with the conditions in Appendix A. 

3.5 Supervision of the  coverage and deployment 
obligations 

PTS has prepared a general timetable for supervision and monitoring of how 
the coverage and deployment obligations are to be followed up. The timetable 
are contained in Appendix E for information only. PTS may change the plan 
when needed. 



 

 

4 Application to participate in the 
auction 

4.1 General conditions for application and participation 
Those who wish to participate as bidders in the auction must submit to PTS a 
complete application to participate in the auction before the expiry of the 
application period. The application must comply with the requirements in the 
PTS regulations on spectrum auctions and this general invitation. 

To take part in the auction, the following applies: 

 that the applicant is not insolvent, 
 that bids entered in the auction originate from the applicant, 
 that the applicant is not closely related to another applicant (see further 

information in sub-section 4.2), and 
 that at the time of the application and during the auction the applicant 

complies with applicable provisions in the PTS regulations and this 
general invitation. 

4.2 Closely related parties rule 
If two or more applicants are closely related, only one of them may participate 
in the auction. The closely related parties rule means that 

- all companies within the same group according to chapter 1 section 4 
of the Annual Reports Act (1995:1554) are considered to be closely 
related,  

- if a company or group of companies holds half the votes for all shares 
of another company, that company (and any subsidiaries) is considered 
to be closely related to the owning company and to all companies in 
the owning group. 

Among other things, the closely related parties rule means that the half-owned 
network companies that exist in the mobile telephony market are considered to 
be closely related to their owners. Two operators that each own half of a joint 
network company are not considered to be closely related to each other.  

Together with the application, applicants shall provide information about 
which companies are closely related to the applicant according to the above 
closely related parties rule. If two or more applicants are closely related to each 
other, they shall at PTS’ request state which of the companies shall participate 



 

 

in the auction. If this request is not followed, none of the closely related 
companies may participate in the auction. 

If during the auction PTS becomes aware that a bidder has provided incorrect 
information about close relationships, PTS may decide to exclude that bidder 
from participation. 

4.3 Application  
4.3.1 Application date 

A complete application must be received by PTS no later than 5 November 
2018. The documents shall be submitted in a sealed envelope) marked 
“Ansökan 700 MHz-tilldelning”. 

Application documents that arrive too late will not be considered. 

Applications that are sent by post shall be sent to the following address: 

Post- och telestyrelsen 
“Ansökan 700 MHz-tilldelning” 
Box 5398 
102 49 Stockholm 
 
Applications may also be submitted in person or by messenger to the reception 
desk at PTS, Valhallavägen 117, Stockholm, Monday to Friday 08.00–17.00. 

The applications will be opened on 6 November 2018. PTS will then investigate 
the applications and decide whether the applicants will be approved or not. 
The decision is given to the applicant 15 November 2018 at the latest. 
Otherwise confidentiality applies to information about participants in the 
auction. 

Those who submit an application and are approved as bidders are entitled to 
later abstain from bidding in the auction.  

4.3.2 Content of the application 

Applications shall be made on the form provided by PTS, see Appendix C, 
and the original sent to PTS. The application form shall be signed by an 
authorised signatory. The application also contains a commitment to rectify 
television interference, which must be signed if the application is to be 
considered complete.  



 

 

4.4 Appendices to the application 
4.4.1 Printout from the registry of the Swedish Companies 

Registration Office 

A printout from the registry of the Swedish Companies Registration Office (or 
equivalent for foreign applicants) shall be attached to the application with 
information about the company, authorised signatories and corporate 
registration number. The printout may not be more than six (6) months old. 

If the registry printout or equivalent is not in Swedish or English, a Swedish or 
English translation shall be attached to the application. If it is not clearly 
apparent from the printout that the person who has signed the application 
form (or power of attorney) is an authorised signatory for the application, a 
brief description of the authority to sign shall be attached to the application 
with references to relevant legislation. 

4.4.2 Original power of attorney 

If the person who has signed the application form is not an authorised 
signatory, an original power of attorney shall be submitted to PTS with the 
application form. The power of attorney shall be signed by an authorised 
signatory for the applicant. 

4.4.3 Bank guarantee 

4.4.3.1. Formulation 

The bank guarantee shall be issued in Swedish kronor (SEK) and have the 
content that is shown in Appendix D. The bank guarantee shall also be issued 
by a credit institution, for example a bank, or a financial institution in a 
member country of the EU, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway or Switzerland. 

4.4.3.2. Guarantee amount 

The amount of the bank guarantee shall be SEK 50 million. The amount of the 
guarantee is equivalent to the lowest bid for an SDL licence in the auction. 
 
4.4.3.3. Returning and utilising the bank guarantee 

If PTS decides that an applicant may not participate in the auction, the bank 
guarantee will be returned. 

When the auction has been concluded, bank guarantees are returned to 
applicants who have not won the bidding for any frequency licences. The bank 
guarantee is sent to the address provided by the applicant. 

Bank guarantees from winning applicants are returned when PTS has received 
payment of the amount bid and a handling fee. The bank guarantee is sent to 
the address given by the applicant. If payment is not made at the correct time, 



 

 

the bank guarantee will be utilised, firstly as payment of the handling fee and 
secondly as part payment of the amount bid. 

4.4.4 Information about closely related parties 

Together with the application, applicants shall provide information about 
which companies are closely related to the applicant according to the above 
closely related parties rule. 

4.5 Contact person 
All correspondence in the award procedure is sent to the contact person stated 
in the application. Among other things, this means that information about 
logging into the auction system is only sent to the contact person. This person 
must therefore be available during office hours from the time the application is 
submitted until the auction is over. 

4.6 Grounds for rejection of application or exclusion 
during the procedure 

PTS can reject an applicant’s application or exclude a bidder from participation 
in the auction for the following reasons, among others: 

 if the application arrived at PTS too late, 
 if the application is not complete, 
 if the application contains incorrect information, 
 if the content of the bank guarantee does not correspond to the 

template in Appendix D,  
 if the applicant is insolvent or 
 if two or more bidders coordinate their bidding or in any other way 

collaborate during the auction procedure. 
 
4.7 Timing and set times 
PTS expects the auction to take two to ten working days but applicants should 
be prepared for it to take longer.  

PVS intends to hold a trial auction and recommends all applicants that have 
been approved to participate. All approved applicants will receive an invitation.  

Note the following important dates: 

 5 November – Application documents shall have been received by PTS 
 28 November 2018 – Planned date of trial auction 
 4 December 2018 – Planned date of start of auction 



 

 

5 Auction procedure  

5.1 General 
5.1.1 Electronic auction via the internet 

The auction procedure for assigning licences will be held via an electronic 
auction system over the Internet. PTS will hold the auction in collaboration 
with an external supplier. The auction system to be used will be tested in a trial 
auction, which PTS will organise. The entire auction, including the final 
placement round, will be carried out through the electronic auction system 
over the internet. 

PTS will no later than 15 November 2018 contact the applicants that have 
been approved for participation in the auction for further information. 

Before the auction, bidders will receive login details and a detailed bidder’s 
manual in English so that they can familiarise themselves with the English-
language auction system. 

According to the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency regulation (PTSFS 
2008:1) on spectrum auctions, bidders are those who have submitted an 
application to participate in the selection procedure and that comply with the 
requirements in the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency’s decision of 4 July 
2018 to limit the number of licences and issue an open invitation to apply. 

5.1.2 Login information and internet connection 

The auction will be held via an electronic auction system over the Internet 
provided through PTS. 

The contact person nominated by the bidder will, in good time before the 
auction, receive the following information about the auction system: login 
details, web address to log into, bidder’s manual and a telephone number for 
support. Support via the telephone number is given in Swedish. 

Bidders are responsible for their own participation, for example that their 
computers and internet connections and other equipment are in order, that the 
right personnel participate and that the login details are kept secure. 

5.1.3 Time of the auction 

The auction is planned to start on 4 December 2018. The starting date will not 
be brought forward. If the starting date needs to be postponed, PTS will 
inform of this on the authority’s website www.pts.se/700MHz as well as 
informing each bidder's contact person of the change. 



 

 

PTS plans to hold a trial auction on 28 November 2018. PTS recommends that 
all bidders participate in the trial auction so as to assure themselves that their 
equipment functions correctly and that they understand the auction procedure. 

5.1.4 Prohibition on collaboration during the auction 

Collaboration between bidders during the auction could affect the outcome of 
the auction procedure. Bidders may not therefore coordinate their bidding or 
in any other way collaborate during the auction procedure. An agreement on 
collaboration that is entered into before the auction procedure is also covered 
by this prohibition. Discussion between bidders about the auction could also 
be interpreted as collaboration.  
 
If PTS becomes aware that two or more bidders are collaborating, PTS may 
exclude these from the auction. 
 
5.1.5 Combined selection procedure for the licence combined with 

obligations for coverage and deployment 

One licence, for two adjacent blocks, each of 2×5 MHz, for FDD has 
associated conditions for coverage and deployment and will be awarded 
through a combined selection procedure. There are special provisions for this 
licence in the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency regulation (PTSFS 2018:2) on 
a combined selection procedure for licences for radio transmitters in the 
700 MHz band.  

Bidding is done in the same auction system and in the same way as for other 
licences.  

The lowest bid that can be made for the licence with conditions for coverage 
and deployment is SEK 200 million. Bids up to and including the defined cap 
amount of SEK 300 million represent a binding undertaking on coverage and 
deployment to the equivalent value and are not paid as auction proceeds. Any 
part of the winning bid that exceeds the cap amount is paid in auction 
proceeds in the same way as for other licences in the auction.  

5.2 Auction format 
5.2.1 The two stages of the auction 

The auction is performed in two stages. In the main stage all licences except 
SDL1 are auctioned frequency-generic, i.e. without specific frequencies, which 
are then specified in a concluding single placement round, the assignment 
stage. 



 

 

5.2.2 Simultaneous multiple round auction 

The auction of frequencies in the 700 MHz band will be performed as a 
simultaneous multiple round auction (SMRA) with limited switching and 
frequency-generic licences. Since there are several versions of the SMRA 
format, bidders must read the rules for the auction carefully. 

5.2.3 Block sub-division and licences 

The licences that will be awarded are described in section 2. Except licence 
type C, which is located in SDL1, all licences are frequency generic, which 
means they can be placed within certain frequency ranges, as shown in Table 3 
below. The specific frequency assigned to a licence will follow from the second 
stage of the auction. 

Type 
of 

lots Licence 

Number 
of 

licences 
Specific 

frequencies Placed in frequency range 

A FDD (2×10 MHz) with 
coverage obligations 1 No 

713–733 MHz Uplink 
768–788 MHz Downlink 

 

B FDD (2×5 MHz) 
without coverage 
obligations 

2 No 

C SDL1 (1×5 MHz) 1 Yes 738–743 MHz 

D SDL2-4 (1×5 MHz) 3 No 743-758 MHz 

Table 3 Types of licences 

5.3 Auction rules 
5.3.1 Definitions 

Eligibility: A bidder's eligibility in a bidding round is the maximum number of 
licences a bidder can bid or keep the standing high bid for. A bidder's eligibility 
is the smaller of the bidder’s eligibility and activity in the previous round. 

Activity: A bidder must achieve a certain activity in a bidding round so as not to 
reduce its eligibility in the next round. A bidder’s activity is the sum of activity 
points generated by the bidder’s standing high bids at the beginning of the 
bidding round (that are not withdrawn in the round), and new bids that are 
placed by the bidder during the bidding round. A bidder raising a standing high 
bid does not generate further activity points beyond the points generated from 
holding the same standing high bids. 



 

 

Standing high bid: The current standing high bid for each licence. When the main 
stage of the auction has been concluded, the standing high bids become the 
winning bids for respective licence.  

Extension: Each bidder in the auction has three (3) extensions to utilize in the 
main stage of the auction. A bidder can only use one (1) extension per bidding 
round. Can be used by a bidder to extend a round, but can also be used 
automatically if the bidder has remaining extension rights and: 

- has the right to bid in the bidding round according to eligibility, but has 
not done so when the bidding round finishes, and 

- its activity from standing high bids is lower than its eligibility in the 
bidding round. 

Each bidder in the auction has three (3) extensions to use in the entire auction. 
Bidders can only use one (1) extension per bidding round. The bidding round 
is only extended for the bidder that causes or uses the extension. 

Bid amount: The amount that the bidder must place to have the possibility to 
receive the standing high bid. The bid amount is presented for each bidding 
round and is the price that the bidder can bid for the different licences. The 
bid amount only increases for the lots that have received one or more bids. 

5.3.2 Overall implementation of the auction 

The auction is an iterative process that is performed in several bidding rounds, 
where each round is performed within a predefined time period during which 
bidders are able to, for example, place new bids, withdraw a standing high bid 
or keep their standing high bid, according to special rules. 

For each bidding round, PTS will decide the bid amount for each lot (type A, 
B, C and D in the table above). If a bidder has eligibility, a bidder can in each 
round bid for the different lots at the current bid amount. 

After each bidding round, PTS will determine the standing high bid for each 
licence, where the highest bid is chosen as the standing high bid. If more bids 
than available licences have been received, the auction system will randomly 
select one of these as the standing high bid. 

The main stage of the auction will be concluded when one (1) bidding round 
has been completed in which no new bids have been received. 

When the main stage of the auction has been completed, the standing high 
bids become winning bids. A bidder with a winning bid is guaranteed a licence 



 

 

in the lot(s) for their winning bid(s), but without specific frequencies (apart 
from licence type C, which is frequency specific). 

PTS then schedules a further round, the assignment round, in which PTS 
presents, via the same electronic auction system, the bidders’ possible 
frequency assignments for the licences they have won. Bidders are given the 
opportunity to bid for the different placements, but this is not necessary in 
order to keep the licences that have been won in the main stage of the auction. 

After the assignment round, PTS identifies the candidate plan that generate the 
highest value from the assigned bids and this becomes the final assignment of 
the licences. Bidders may then need to pay for the assignment they obtain if 
there is a lower bid on the won placement from another bidder that would 
otherwise have won it. 

The total amount to pay for the licence is thus the winning bid from the main 
stage of the auction plus any payment to be made from the assignment stage of 
the auction. 

5.3.3 Lowest bid, bid level, eligibility and activity 

In the auction, PTS will apply a lowest bid per licence, which is the level that 
bidding starts at in round one (1). The licences’ lowest bid and associated 
activity points are shown in the table below. 

Type 
of lots Licence 

Number 
of licences 

Activity points 
per licence Lowest bid 

A FDD (2×10 MHz) with 
coverage obligation 1 2 SEK 200 million 

B FDD (2×5 MHz) 
 2 1 SEK 100 million 

C SDL1 (1×5 MHz) 1 1 SEK 50 million 

D SDL2-4 (1×5 MHz) 3 1 SEK 50 million 

Table 4 Lowest bid and activity points per licence 

The bid amount for licences in each bidding round is determined by PTS and 
published in advance. The bid amount will increase for each licence that in the 
previous round received new bids or the standing high bid was raised. PTS 
intention is to increase the bid amount no less than 2% of the standing high 
bid but no more than 10% of the standing high bid. 



 

 

According to the definition of eligibility is the maximum number of licences 
that a bidder can bid for in a bidding round. This means that a bidder with an 
eligibility of one (1) and no standing high bids is able to bid for the type A lot. 

Each licence is also associated with certain activity points, according to Table 4 
above. A bidder’s activity is the sum of activity points in a bidding round and is 
the basis for the bidder’s eligibility in the next round. 

A bidder’s activity is the sum of the activity points per licence from the bidders 
new bids in the round and the bidders standing high bid(s) at the start of the 
round (not withdrawn in the round). 

The definitions and the above information mean that a bidder only needs to 
have one (1) eligibility (which is not tied to a standing high bid) to bid for 
licence type A. A bidder with one (1) eligibility, bidding on licence type A and 
getting the standing high bid, continues however to have only one (1) eligibility 
in the next round. This since the next round's eligibility is equal to the lower of 
the bidder’s activity or eligibility in the previous round. According to the same 
rule, a bidder with an eligibility of two (2) can bid for only licence A and keep 
an eligibility of two (2) in the next bidding round, since activity points from 
having a standing high bid on lot A is two (2). 

5.3.4 Spectrum cap 

A spectrum cap of 40 MHz will be applied in the auction, which means that no 
bidder can bid for more than 40 MHz. The spectrum cap applies regardless of 
whether FDD or SDL licences are acquired. Thus the maximum amount of 
spectrum a single bidder can be awarded in the auction is 40 MHz. 

The spectrum cap guarantees that at least two parties have access to the 
spectrum in the 700 MHz band in this award, while allowing an operator to 
acquire 2 × 20 MHz in the FDD segment. 

In the initial parts of the Electronic Communications Act (2003: 389), LEK, 
the objective with the regulation is stated. According to 1 ch. 1 § LEK aims at 
ensuring that individuals and authorities have access to safe and efficient 
electronic communications and the greatest possible benefit in terms of the 
selection of electronic communications services and their price and quality. 
The aim shall be achieved primarily by promoting competition and 
international harmonisation in this area. According to 1 ch., 2 sec., LEK, 
actions taken pursuant to this Act shall not be more effective than reasonable 
and shall be proportional to the purpose of the Act and the other interests 
listed in 1 §.  



 

 

In its preparatory work to LEK (prop. 2002/03:110, p. 134) the Government 
emphasizes that the positive position when assessing licence applications for 
radio frequencies should be retained. However, at the same time it have to be 
possible for the responsible authority to take into account different interests 
beyond those resulting from the interest in free opinion formation when 
issuing licences. 

The main reason for applying a spectrum cap is to avoid concentration of 
spectrum to one operator. Competition between several market players is a 
prerequisite for achieving PTS' objective of a wide range of affordable services 
to consumers. The spectrum cap is based on the current competitive situation 
and has been established considering that there are currently no apparent 
imbalances between market players regarding access to spectrum below 1 
GHz14. Therefore, PTS considers that a spectrum cap that prevents an 
operator from acquiring all 60 MHz in the 700 MHz band in this award is 
appropriate. 

5.3.5 Bidding rounds in the main part of the auction 

In the first round, all bidders have maximum eligibility. To keep the same level 
of eligibility in the next bidding round, a bidder’s activity in the first round 
must amount to the same level as the eligibility. 
 
In the next bidding round, a bidder can bid for licences according to the 
current bid amount for the different lots, if the bidder has sufficient eligibility 
to do so. A bidder whose activity from their standing high bid(s) corresponds 
to the level of eligibility that it wishes to maintain need do nothing in the 
round, since activity in the bidding round is determined by the activity points 
stemming from standing high bid(s) and new bids entered. 
 
The bidder also has the opportunity to raise its standing high bid to the next 
bid amount in the round. Note that raising a bid does not mean receiving 
activity points for holding standing high bids and raising them on the same lot. 
 
A bidder may withdraw one (1) standing high bid if: 

 one or more of the bidder’s bids in the previous round (including new 
bids and standing high bid from earlier rounds that is not withdrawn by 
the bidder) has not become the standing high bid for the same type of 
licence, 

 the standing high bid is not for licence type A 
 the bidder only withdraws one (1) standing high bid, 

                                                 
14 www.pts.se/sv/bransch/radio/blocktillstand/  



 

 

 the bidder does not place a new bid for the same type of licence as the 
withdrawn standing high bid (in the same round), 

 the bidder places a new bid or raises its bid for licence type A in the 
same bidding round as it withdraws a standing high bid. 

 
Bidders who already have the standing high bid for type A and wish to 
withdraw another current standing high bid therefore also have the 
opportunity to do so if at the same time they also raise their current highest bid 
on the license type A, provided that the above conditions are met. 
 
The licence from which a standing high bid has been withdrawn remains 
without a standing high bid until a new bid has been made for the licence. The 
bid level of the licence is not lowered as a result of the withdrawal of the 
standing high bid. 
 
If a bidder fails to do an activity in the bidding round and this means that the 
bidder's eligibility will decrease in the next round, as defined in 5.3.1, the 
auction system will automatically extend the bidding round once for that 
bidder. 
 
5.3.6 Bids in the placement round 

When the main part of the auction has been concluded, the current standing 
high bids become winning bids. A bidder that has a winning bid is guaranteed 
the licence(s) for which it has a winning bid, but without defined frequencies 
(apart from licence type C, which is frequency specific). 

In the final stage of the auction, the assignment or placement round, 
frequency-generic licences that have been won are assigned to specific 
frequency blocks. This is done in one round only, in which the bidders can bid 
for all their possible placements that guarantee all bidders adjacent licences for 
FDD and SDL respectively. Therefore the layout of licences in the frequency 
band according to alternative 2 in Figure 1 is only possible if two different 
bidders each have won a licence of type B. If one bidder has won both type B 
licences, alternative 2 is not possible. 

Bidders may bid freely for the placements that are presented, which means that 
PTS does not present any bid amounts for this stage in the auction. PTS then 
identifies the assignment of licences that generate the highest value overall in 
the form of placed bids, which becomes the final assignment of the licences. 

The bidders may need to pay for their assignment, where the price they need to 
pay is based on opportunity costs. 



 

 

A bidder’s opportunity cost is calculated by identifying the assignment of all 
licences that would generate the highest value if the bidder’s bid was zero and 
then take this value minus the value that the overall winning placement gives, 
excluding the bidder’s bid. If the bidder needs to pay for placement, the 
following applies: 

 the total amount to be paid for assignment by the bidders cannot 
exceed the sum of their bids (in the placement round), 

 the total amount to be paid for assignment must be at least the 
alternative cost, 

 the total amount to be paid for assignment must be the lowest that 
complies with the two conditions above and 

 the total of the difference squared between each bidder’s amount to 
pay and opportunity cost shall be as small as possible. 

 

5.3.7 Information during the auction 

PTS intends that the auction system will provide information about coming 
bidding rounds on an ongoing basis. The information here can be regarded as 
the minimum level that will be made available to bidders in the auction. PTS 
can also choose to publish more information about scheduled bidding rounds. 

Before each round, information is made available in the auction system about: 
 the start and end time of the next round and 
 the bid amount for each licence in the next round. 

After each bidding round, anonymised information is sent to participants 
about the standing high bid for each licence (licences without a standing high 
bid will also be indicated in the auction system). 

Information from each round will also be available as history in the auction 
system. 

Each bidder will also be able to see the following information: 
 which licences the bidder has the standing high bid for and the amount 

of these bids, 
 the bidder’s activity in the previous rounds and the bidder's eligibility in 

coming round and 
 how many extension rights the bidder has remaining. 



 

 

5.3.8 Exclusion from participation 

If it is discovered during the auction that a bidder has provided incorrect 
information in its application or has otherwise not followed the rules in the 
regulations, PTS may exclude that bidder from participation in the auction. 

5.3.9 Unforeseen events 

In the case of unforeseen events that have a significant effect on the auction, 
PTS may temporarily or completely cancel one or several bidding rounds or 
the whole auction. Under such circumstances PTS has the right where 
applicable: 

 to resume the auction or bidding round at the stage where bidding was 
interrupted or 

 to declare that the auction, a bidding round or several bidding rounds 
are invalid and resume the auction from the beginning or from a 
certain bidding round. 

If an unforeseen event occurs, it is PTS’ intention to resume the auction with 
as little disturbance or delay as possible. Events that PTS may judge to be 
unforeseen include for example technical failures that affect PTS or the bidders 
or that a bidder in the auction is excluded from participation or major 
disturbance of the internet. It is not possible to give an exhaustive list in 
advance of what might be considered to be unforeseen events. 

In the case of technical failure, bidders will first receive information via their 
contact persons. 

5.4 Conclusion of the auction 

The auction is concluded when both the main stage and the final assignment 
stage have been performed.  

The main stage of the auction is concluded when a bidding round has been 
completed without any new bids so that the bidders win the licences for which 
they have the standing high bid. The placement round is concluded when the 
bidding round and any extensions have ended and the assignments are 
determined. PTS then informs the bidders about the assignment of their 
licences that they have won. After the auction is concluded the results are 
published on PTS website.  

In connection with the conclusion of the auction, PTS will decide on the 
licences for the bidders that have won. 



 

 

5.5 Example of an auction 
5.5.1 Example auction conditions 

The following is an example of how bidders can act in the auction, which is 
described above to show how the rules work in practice. 

The following examples have two bidders, X and Y. 

The licences in the example are as follows: 

Licence Contents Lowest bid Activity 
points per 

licence 
A FDD 2×10 MHz with coverage 

requirement 
20 2 

B1 FDD 2×5 MHz 10 1 
B2 FDD 2×5 MHz  10 1 
C SDL 1×5 MHz  5 1 
D1 SDL 1×5 MHz  5 1 
D2 SDL 1×5 MHz  5 1 
D3 SDL 1×5 MHz  5 1 

Table 5 Licences in the example 

Assume for the sake of simplicity that the bid level increases by 5% in every 
round. 

5.5.2 Main stage of the auction 

5.5.2.1. Bidding round 1 

Bidder X bids on B1, B2, D1 and D2, which means that X’s activity points is 4. 

Bidder Y bids on A and B1, which means that Y’s activity is 3. 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

Licences A, B2, D1 and D2 have each received one bid and thereby have the 
standing high bid. 

Licence B1 has received two bids so the auction system randomly chooses one 
of them as the standing high bid. The result is bidder Y’s bid. 

The result of the first round of bidding is thereby as below, which shows bids 
placed in the round, and the bid that is chosen as the highest bid is in bold. 



 

 

A B1 B2 C D1 D2 D3 
Y (20) X (10) 

Y (10) 
X (10)  X (5) X (5)  

Table 6 Result of the first round of bidding 

5.5.2.2. Bidding round 1 

The bid level for the licences that received new bids (and thereby new standing 
high bids) in the previous round has bid levels increased by 5%. The bid level 
is 21 for A, 10.5 for B1 and B2 and 5.3 for D1 and D2. 

The licences C and D3 received no bids and thereby received no new bid 
levels. 

Bidder X has 4 in eligibility as a result of the previous bidding round , but only 
3 in activity from its standing high bids on licences B2, D1 and D2. To keep its 
eligibilityof 4 from the previous round, X must place a new bid. X raises its bid 
on B1 and B2, which provides an activity of 4 in this bidding round. 

Bidder Y has 3 in eligibility as a result of the activity before the bidding in the 
second round because of its standing high bids on licences A and B1. Y does 
nothing in the round and thereby continues to have activity points 3. 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

The result of the second round of bidding is thereby as below. 

A B1 B2 C D1 D2 D3 
Y (20) X (10.5) 

Y (10) 
X (10.5)  X (5) X (5)  

Table 7 Result of the second round of bidding 

5.5.2.3. Bidding round 3 

Licences B1 and B2 received new bids in the previous round, which means 
that the bid level on these bids is increased by 5% to 11.1 for the respective 
licence. The bid levels for the remaining licences are unchanged. 

Bidder X has 4 in eligibility as result of the activity from the previous round, 
which it also has in this bidding round from its standing high bids, and thereby 
need not do anything in the round to keep its eligibility. X places no new bids 
in the bidding round. 



 

 

Bidder Y has 3 in eligibility as a result of the activity in the previous bidding 
round, but only 2 in activity (from the standing high bid on licence A) before 
the bidding in this round of bidding. To keep its eligibility of 3 for the next 
round, Y must place further bids. Otherwise, Y’s eligibility is reduced to 2 in 
the subsequent round. Y chooses to place a bid on B1, and its activity is 
thereby 3. 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

The result of the third round of bidding is thereby as below. 

A B1 B2 C D1 D2 D3 
Y (20) X (10.5) 

Y (11.1) 
X (10.5)  X (5) X (5)  

Table 8 Result of the third round of bidding 

5.5.2.4. Bidding round 4 

B1 was the only licence that had a new bid in the previous bidding round, and 
the bid level thereby increases for this licence to 11.7. The remaining bid levels 
are unchanged. 

Bidder X has eligibility of 4 from the previous biding round, but only activity 
points of 3 in the current due to its standing high bid. X chooses to withdraw 
its standing high bid on B2, which it can do since not everything that X bid on 
earlier is the standing high bid. X also places a new bid on licence A, and X’s 
activity in bidding round 4 is thereby 4 (2 from bids on A and 2 from standing 
high bid on D1 and D2). 

Bidder Y has 3 in eligibility from the previous bidding round and 3 in activity 
points in this bidding round from its standing high bid. Y places no new bids. 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

The result of the fourth round of bidding is thereby as below. 

A B1 B2 C D1 D2 D3 
X (21) 
Y (20) 

X (10.5) 
Y (11.1) 

  X (5) X (5)  

Table 9 Result of the fourth round of bidding 



 

 

Due to bidder X withdrawing its bid from B2, B2 will stand without a standing 
high bid at the beginning of the next bidding round. The bid level will, 
however, remain unchanged at 11.1, which the licence received following 
bidding round 3. 

5.5.2.5. Bidding round 5 

The bid level for licence A increases to 22.1 due to it receiving a new bid in the 
previous round. The remaining bid levels are unchanged. 

Bidder X has eligibility 4 from the previous bidding round, and activity points 
of 4 before the bidding in the current bidding round from its standing high 
bid. X places no new bids in the round. 

Bidder Y has eligibility 3 from the previous bidding round, but only 1 activity 
point from its standing high bid on B1 in this bidding round. Y chooses to 
place a bid on B2, which means that Y has 2 activity points in this bidding 
round. Y thereby reduces its eligibility for the upcoming round. 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

The result of the fifth round of bidding is thereby as below. 

A B1 B2 C D1 D2 D3 
X (21.0) 
Y (20.0) 

X (10.5) 
Y (11.1) 

Y (11.1)  X (5) X (5)  

Table 10 Result of the fifth round of bidding 

5.5.2.6. Bidding round 6 

The bidding level for licence B2 is increased to 11.7, since B2 received a new 
bid in the previous round. The remaining bid levels are unchanged. 

Bidder X has eligibility 4 from the previous bidding round, and activity points 
of 4 before the bidding in the current bidding round. X does nothing in the 
bidding round. 

Bidder Y has eligibility 2 from the previous bidding round, and its activity 
points is 2 from its standing high bid before the bidding in the bidding round. 
Y does nothing in the bidding round. 

Since no bidder does anything in the bidding round, the main stage of the 
auction is concluded and the result in Table 10 remains. 



 

 

None of the bidders exceed the spectrum cap of 40 MHz. 

5.5.3 Placement round 

Due to the outcome of the main stage of the auction, there are two possible 
placements of the FDD licences as bidder Y has a right to adjacent licences. 

i) Bidder X (licence A) is placed in FDD1 and FDD2, and bidder Y 
(licence B1 and B2) is placed in FDD3 and FDD4 

ii) Bidder X (licence A) is placed in FDD3 and FDD4, and bidder Y 
(licence B1 and B2) is placed in FDD1 and FDD2 

The bidders X and Y are thereby given the possibility in the auction system of 
bidding on the placement FDD1 and FDD2 and the placement FDD3 and 
FDD4. X and Y bid according to the following: 

 FDD1 & FDD2 FDD3 & FDD4 

X 10 0 

Y 8 0 

Table 11 Result of the placement round 

The placement that generates the highest value is thereby to place bidder X’s 
licence in FDD1 and FDD2, while bidder Y receives licence in FDD3 and 
FDD4. 

Bidder X needs to pay 8 for the placement in FDD1 and FDD2, since the 
placement that generates the highest value if X were to bid zero (0) is 8 (Y 
would then receive block FDD1 and FDD2 and generate the value 8). This 
value minus the value the placement won provides in addition to X’s bid (the 
value of Y’s placement in FDD3 and FDD4), which is zero, gives the price 8 - 
0 = 8, which X must pay for the placement. Bidder Y does not need to pay 
anything for its placement. 

 



 

 

6 Decision on licences and payment 

6.1 Decision on licences 
Once the auction is concluded, the winning bidders and amounts for the 
respective licences are published, and the names of other possible bidders in 
the auction. As soon as possible thereafter, PTS makes a decision on licences. 

Bids that are not winning bids cease to be binding once the auction has been 
concluded. This means that bidders who has the second highest bid for the 
respective licence are not allocated the licence if the winner’s licences were to 
be revoked, e.g. due to the bidder submitting incorrect information or 
otherwise not following the rules in the PTS regulations. 

6.2 Payment of auction proceeds 
An invoice on the auction proceeds is sent to the winning bidder after the 
auction. The invoice shall be paid within 30 days of the invoice date. 

Payment liability remains for all winning bidders.  

6.3 Payment of processing fees 
According to Section 9 of the Swedish Post and Telecom Authority’s 
regulations regarding fees (PTSFS 2017:5), anyone that applies for a licence to 
use radio transmitters, where the licence review takes place according to 
Chapter 3 Section 8 of the Electronic Communication Act, is ordered to pay a 
processing fee. The size of the fee and the distribution between those obliged 
to pay are presented by the regulations or decisions announced by the Swedish 
Post and Telecom Authority in connection with the current invitation 
procedure.  
 
PTS’ costs in connection with the procedure or the spectrum auction in the 
700 MHz band, including consultants, auction systems and translation, are to 
be compensated by being allocated as processing fees between the winning 
bidders in the auction in proportion to the amount of allocated spectrum. The 
costs that are used as the basis of the processing fee will be limited to a 
maximum of SEK 2 million for the entire auction. 
 
The processing fee is determined in connection with a licensing decision. The 
invoice for the fee shall be paid within 30 days of the invoice date. 
 



 

 

7 General information 

7.1 Application obligation 
Public communication networks of the type that are normally provided against 
payment or publicly available electronic communication services may only be 
provided after application to PTS. 

7.2 Fees 
Those who hold a licence to use radio transmitters shall pay an annual fee 
according to chapter 8 section 17 of the Act on electronic communication. The 
amount of the fee may be found in PTS’ regulations on fees and charges. 

Additional fees are annual fees for inspection and fees for those who are 
registered as operators. The amount of the fees may be found in PTS’ 
regulations on fees and charges.  

7.3 Transfer and leasing of licences 
According to chapter 3 sections 23-24 of the Act on electronic 
communication, licence holders may transfer or lease out part or all of a licence 
to use radio transmitters after approval by PTS. 
 
7.4 Changes of conditions 
According to the Act on electronic communication, licence conditions may be 
changed with regard to future changes in radio technology or changes in radio 
usage because of the international agreements that Sweden has signed or 
provisions adopted pursuant to the treaty on the function of the European 
Union; see chapter 7 of the Act on electronic communication. 

7.5 Ultra Wide Band (UWB) 
According to section 6 of the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency’s regulations 
on exemption from licence obligations for certain radio transmitters, there is 
an exemption from licence obligation for radio transmitters that use UWB 
(Ultra Wideband) technology. In the frequency range 0 – 1600 MHz, such 
equipment may transmit with a highest average power e.i.r.p. of -90 
dBm/MHz and a lowest average power e.i.r.p. of -50 dBm/50 MHz. Large-
scale use of UWB could thus lead to an increased level of interference in the 
700 MHz band. 
 



 

 

7.6 Recall of licence 
According to chapter 7 of the Act on electronic communication, PTS may 
recall a licence that has been awarded by auction, if the amount due from the 
action is not paid for example. After such action by PTS, the obligation to pay 
fees and the amount of the auction bid remains. 

  



 

 

8 Questions and information 

Information on which licences in the 700 MHz band have been decided is 
published on the PTS website: www.pts.se/700MHz.  
 
It is also possible to subscribe to the continuous news published on the 
website’s news pages, in this case radio news. Anyone subscribing 
automatically receives an e-mail when a news item is posted. Subscribe by 
going into http://www.pts.se/prenumereraand marking the areas “Radio” and 
“Press releases”.  
 
All information on the auction is not published as a news item. Updated 
information on the allocation is, however, available under the auction 
procedure at www.pts.se/700MHz. 
 
Questions regarding the allocation can be posed by e-mail to the address 
700MHzbandet@pts.se. Questions and PTS’ answers will be published on the 
PTS website. The identity of the questioner is not published. Secret or 
commercially sensitive information should not be provided in the questions 
sent to PTS. 
 



 

 

9  Appendices 

Appendix A Licence conditions 
Appendix B Prioritised areas for coverage obligations  
Appendix C Application form 
Appendix D Template for bank guarantee 
Appendix E Supervision plan for coverage and deployment obligations 
 


